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As the old saying goes: I hear and I forgot, I see 

and I remember, I do and I understand. We 

believe by offering high quality educational mate-

rials that matching the development of a child, we 

will support kid’s development through play, 

experience and learn.

The period between age 0 and 6 is critical for 

children’s intellectual development. Since home is 

the cradle of kids’ growth, if there is a positive 

parent-child atmosphere which supports 

play-based learning activities for children during 

this period, they will make big progress on physi-

cal and mental development.

European EducationAll Group (EEG) is committed 

to providing overall solutions for kindergartens, 

early education centers and other childcare institu-

tions. Now we also hope to do our best in home 

education. Based on the experience shared by our 

German and Dutch early education experts, 

designed and developed by professional German 

and Dutch products designers, the products in this 

booklet have been sold to more than 50 countries 

and served tens of thousands of family.

Home
Education
Home
Education
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Driven by their motto, “Play-Experience-Learn”, Beleduc creates, develops and distributes 

educational toys and equipment for children in Kindergartens and daycare centers aged 

from 0 to 7 years. Beleduc believes that children do not play to learn, but learn because 

they play. Therefore, Beleduc’s products are more than educational toys, and through 

their “playful” learning approach, Beleduc‘s products provide high incentives to play and 

allow children to learn spontaneously whilst having fun.

Play-Experience-Learn

6M+

QTY/CTN: 48 pcs

Product Size: 88.5 X 69 X 15 mm

Small Kids

Teether Elephant “Khari”
18033

Product Size: 95 X 54 X 15 mm

Teether Monkey “Mosi”
18034

Product Size: 99 X 70 X 15 mm

Teether Hippo “Hiba”
18035

Product Size: 128 X 89 X 20 mm

Grasping Toy Hippo “Hiba”
18036

Product Size: 128 X 70 X 20 mm

Grasping Toy Monkey “Mosi”
18037

Product Size: 113 X 92 X 20 mm

Moving Friends - Elephant
18038 This is the display for the teethers

and graspers.Each 2 piece makes
full use of the display.
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

Toddler Range Display 
70010

100% natural wood, free of additives.
Helps to develop the following main 
abilities:
• Tactile awareness
• Practical sense / cognition
• Vestibular sense / balance
• Visual awareness
• Auditory sense
Cleaning advice: Clean with a damp 
cloth and wipe dry.

Toddlers Games Role-play

Puzzles Building

Play-Experience-Learn
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Triple Stacker
18001

12M+

Contents:
9 pieces
3 bases
Product Size: 180 x 210 x 105 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Stacking blocks is fun! Three colourful shapes to 
stack and build on three poles. With the Triple 
Stacker the baby can practise holding blocks and 
stacking them. This promotes fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination. Big wooden blocks for easy 
handling. In a second step - possibly with the 
teacher - the child can practise to assemble the 
colours and forms correctly. 

5

Hippo Pounding Bench
18003

12M+

Contents:
1 hammer bench
3 wooden balls
1 hammer
Product Size: 310 x 180 x 110 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Little hippo-lots of fun! When playing 
hammer games children train their basic 
motors skills. The rolling balls and the 
sound of the bell are a catchy experience 
that encourages the child to repeat again.

8

Funny Four
18004

12M+

Contents:
4 animal heads
4 bases
Product Size: 
220 x 220 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Which shape does the rhino have? 
A matching game in which simple 
shapes are represented as cute 
animals. Solid wooden blocks help 
the small child for easy grasping 
and sorting.

15

Shapy Sorter
18005

12M+

Contents:
1 game frame
7 sorting plates
6 wooden blocks
1 mat
Product Size: 285 x 180 x 100 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

The Shapy Sorter helps learn to 
differentiate between the basic 
shapes, promoting especially the fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordina-
tion, and shapes and colours can be 
named and learned as well.

6

Turning Animals
18006

24M+

Contents:
3 animals witn 6 parts in yellow,
green, and blue.
Product Size: 245 x 160 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Who is the king of the Savannah? While playing with 
the Turning Animals the small hands of the child get 
promoted in fine motor skills. Different shapes help 
discover different haptics. The child can create the 
correct animals or fantasy animals. The Turning 
Animals are also great for role play once assembled!

6   7

16

Stacking Friends
18002

12M+

Contents:
8 pieces of giraffe
8 pieces of crocodile
Product Size: 
280 x 200 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

The crocodile and giraffe are invited to 
play! The Stacking Friends are a set of 2 
cute animals that teach the child to 
stack vertically and horizontally. For 
children from 12 months it promotes 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordina-
tion by stacking fantasy animals or 
creating the giraffe and crocodile.
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Shapy Train
18007

18M+

Contents:
4 triangular blocks (blue, yellow, red)
4 circular blocks (blue yellow, red)
1 deer head
Product Size: 420 x 180 x 90 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

The Shapy Train is a great toy to have!
In the first level the child learns how to stack 
freely. This is recommended for children 18 
months and up. In the second level, the child 
now stacks by colour and shape.

14

Funny Crocodile
18010

24M+

Contents:
3 different color dice
4 crocodile eggs, orange (large)
4 crocodile eggs, purple (medium)
4 crocodile eggs, blue (small)
Product Size: 280 x 200 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

A balancing game: Mum crocodile is holding her colourful 
eggs! The colour of the dice decides which colour egg the 
child has to stack on top of the Mum. Each colour also 
indicates a differently sized egg. But be careful, as soon as 
the Mum shakes off the eggs, the game is over. The player 
who has stacked the most eggs wins the game!

14

Animal Line
18012

24M+

Contents:
6 cards; 6 animals;
string; lacing stick
Product Size: 245 x 160 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

6 animals can be threaded on a line (green). Matching 
cards to make a game. Under 3 lines. Development: fine 
motor skills, hand-eye coordination, assignment skills, 
colour recognition, speech development, memory.

14

Animal Puzzle
18008

18M+

Contents:
3 giraffe bodies
4 hippopotamus bodies
2 monkey bodies
4 crocodile bodies
Product Size: 
245 x 160 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Puzzle your animal!
The Animal Puzzle promotes first puzzling and building 
with blocks. By free stacking children practise their fine 
motor skills. In a second step puzzling the animal 
correctly children learn about concepts and associa-
tions like tall and short. The wooden blocks are 
child-friendly illustrated and are fun to play with.

18

Happy Animals
18011

12M+

Contents:
elephant: 3 pieces; rhino: 3 pieces; 
hippo: 3 pieces; crocodile: 3 pieces;
giraffe: 3 pieces; monkey: 3 pieces
Product Size: 245 x 160 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

These six jungle animals have been all mixed up!
When putting the puzzle pieces together correctly, 
children train coordination and shape recognition. 
The colours of the animals are a good help and invite 
the children to combine correctly.

1

Rhino Ride On
18013

12M+

Product Size: 
360 x 500 x 130 mm
QTY/CTN: 2 pcs

Here comes the rushing rhino! The 
cute ride-on bike with treadle drive 
accompanies little explorers on trips, at 
home or outdoor. This supports basic 
motors skills playfully and trains a 
flowing course of motion.

8   9



Contents:
4 puzzles
Product Size: 145 x 145 x 18 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

Multilayer Puzzles
With our layer-puzzles for the youngest 
even babies can easily explore the 
material world layer by layer. The solid 
and easy to grab wooden puzzle pieces 
make the youngest develop first basic 
motor skills.

15

XXL Hedgehog Oscar
42045

12M+

24M+

Contents:
1 hedgehog; 13 thorns; 1 color dice
Product Size: 665 x 365 x 310 mm
QTY/CTN: 1 pc

Hedgehog Oscar takes you to a little trip. He 
wants you to know about his life, what he‘s 
eating and his nocturnal way of life. Though 
he can make different noises, out his spikes 
away or he can be a lovely cuddly toy.

17

Geosorter
21010

24M+

Contents:
1 wooden frame
6 motif cards
9 wooden shapes
1 cotton bag
Product Size: 
300 x 195 x 30 mm
QTY/CTN: 8 pcs

Sorting, assigning and removing the 
shapes GeoSorter invites you to deal with 
the different basic shapes and colours. Six 
motif cards with different levels of 
difficulty, which need to be inserted into 
a wooden frame and are to be filled with 
wooden shapes, representing a challenge 
for our young children.

10 11

Squeezie

Embroidery 
on the belly

Rattle

Pull-out spikes

Bell

Velcro attachment

Spikes in 
two sizes

Pearls

Car10142

Cottage10141

Meadow10145

Africa10147

Pets10146

4

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame
4 pieces
Product Size: 
285 x 245 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Knob Puzzles
With their bright colours and 
age-appropriate designs, our knob 
puzzles attract the youngest 
children, in particular, and inspire 
them to try and find out. The big 
knobs make grabbing the puzzle 
pieces easier for the toddlers. 12M+

4



Animals

Vehicles

11006

Seasons

11007

11030

Environment

11050

Our Home

11040

Contents:
1 frame
30 wooden pieces
Product Size: 336 x 289 x 9 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Match & Mix
These two puzzles for the youngest children offer
various options of playing. You can match the
pieces to a complete puzzle, create your own
fantasy animals or cars or just play a simple memo
game, by finding the correct front and hind legs.

24M+
4

Contents:
1 frame
13 puzzles
Product Size: 
245 x 245 x 9 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Sorting Games
Thanks to their age-based designs, 
our sorting puzzles for the youngest 
children motivate to name the motifs 
illustrated. The elements on the 
wooden cards can be found in the 
different scenes on the puzzle board 
and make sorting easy and provide a
self-check opportunity. 24M+

12

 

Contents:
1 wooden puzzle frame
4 pieces
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs

Knob Puzzle
Knob Puzzle - The main skills:
• Playing with both hands and hold things
• Perceiving colours
• Developing fine motor skills
• Learning hand-eye coordination
• Learning shapes

18M+
Knob Puzzle “Mum & Baby”18030

Product Size: 294 X 208 X 38 mm

Knob Puzzle “Hide & Seek”18031
Product Size: 294 X 208 X 38 mm

Knob Puzzle ”Train”18032
Product Size: 370 X 122 X 38 mm

4

12 13

 Motorbike + Trishaw 
= Motshaw 

Parrot + Rabbit 
= Parit



Little Girl17160

Little Boy17170

Multilayer Puzzles -
Your Bodies
The puzzle shows the arrangement of the male/female body 
in a descriptive and child-friendly way from the skeleton to 
the organs and muscles, depicting the blood circulation - 
from the naked to the fully dressed child.

4+

Contents:
5 layers, 28 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
155 x 350 x 20 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

29

Multilayer Puzzles - Man & Woman
17052

This generation puzzle shows the different life stages of a 
human from baby to senior citizen.

4+

Contents:
40 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
295 x 207 x 18 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

40

Multilayer Puzzles - Mother & Baby
17024

The formation of a child and the course of a pregnancy are 
often not so easy to explain.

4+

Contents:
27 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
145 x 295 x 20 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

27

14 15



Potato17043

Apple17039

Banana17049

Carrot17044

Pumpkin17051

Multilayer Puzzles -
Fruits & Vegetables
The series of fruit & vegetable puzzles explains in 
a child-friendly way how plants grow and ripe 
fruits develop.

4+

Contents:
5 layers, 30 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
145 x 145 x 18 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

30

Strawberry
17040

16 17

1. bottom

With numbering
on the back2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Inlay Board Puzzle
10151

Lion, Panda, Crocodile and Co. - this puzzle lets
children become explorers. With our “One World
Kids” products, children get to know the world
through play.

Garden17500

Caterpillar
11008

Train
11009

Meadow17520

Town12000

Zoo12010

Multilayer Puzzles--
Adventures
Doing a jigsaw and discovering – with 
two different sceneries, our discovery 
puzzles offer a lot of excitement and fun 
while playing. An opening on the top 
layer helps guessing the scenery 
represented on the bottom layer. This 
encourages the children‘s curiosity and 
stimulates them to think further and talk 
about the sceneries.

4+

Contents:
9 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
205 x 205 x 15 mm
QTY/CTN: 6/24

9

Frame Puzzles
With our frame puzzles children can deal with
familiar places and situations. However, there is
always something new to discover. The sturdy
puzzle pieces are arranged in a frame and
enable the youngest already to make their first
attempts at doing a jigsaw puzzle.

3+

Contents:
24 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
405 x 283 x 8 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

24

3+

Contents:
21 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
422 x 334 x 15 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

21

Matching Puzzle
Our matching puzzles familiarise 
children with the basics of mathematics.

With this colourful caterpillar children will become 
familiar with the numbers from 1 to 10 and with the 
first steps of basic arithmetic.

With its amusing windows and the motifs shown
underneath, this colourful train familiarises
children with different geometric shapes.

3+

Contents:
10 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
375 x 160 x 16 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

10
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Monster11180
The monsters are on the loose! Little cheeky monsters are all mixed 
up. The figures can either be matched together by colour or mixed
imaginatively. Make up funny stories about the puzzled monsters 
and talk about details that you notice.

Kids11130
Many children from different nations have come together. The 
children are puzzled according to their characteristics. However, 
funny fantasy kids can be created, as well.

Animal Kingdom11160
What does a mixture of duck, crocodile and leopard – a  
du-co-pard – look like? Create fantasy animals or try to put the 
eight animals together correctly.

Fantasy11150
A princess with a lasso or a dwarf with flippers? Anything is 
possible in this fun puzzle. Put the fantasy characters together 
correctly using their clothing or create completely new characters.

Match & Mix
The Match & Mix series invites children to be
creative! They can create exciting fantasy figures
and make up funny stories or the matching
pieces can be put together.

4+

Contents:
24 wooden pieces (11180/11160)
30 wooden pieces (11150/11130)
Product Size: 
289 x 336 x 9 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

24 30

2- or 3 pieces
can be combined



Frog17053

Butterfly17054

Duck17055

Multilayer Puzzles - 
Life Courses
The layer-puzzles.A whole Story“ invite children to talk 
about the subject provided by the puzzle. In that way 
children improve their language skills, perception and 
the recognition of relationships. 4+

Contents:
5 layers, 28 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
205 x 205 x 20 mm
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs

28

Layer Puzzle - Honey
17060

The golden liquid we call honey tastes good to 
most children! But where does the honey come 
from? Busy bees collect large quantities of nectar 
from flowers to produce honey! A beekeeper 
collects it afterwards, so that the children can 
enjoy the honey.

4+

Contents:
5 layers, 28 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
205 x 205 x 20 mm
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs

28

22 23

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. bottom

With numbering
on the back
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Layer Puzzle - Home
17061

Who lives here? Look inside the house and follow
the family’s activities. What is there to discover in
the different rooms by day and by night? This
exciting layered puzzle made from wood promotes the 
child’s matching abilities and imagination, as well as 
concentration and inner peace.

4+

Contents:
4 layers, 33 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
327 x 260 x 20 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs 33

Multilayer Puzzles - Fire Brigade
17035

Our puzzle shows in a child-appropriate way the
fire brigade in action when a house is on fire. The
layers start with the alarm going off and finish with
the fire brigade returning to the fire station.

4+

Contents:
5 layers, 58 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
295 x 207 x 18 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs 58

Multilayer Puzzles - Construction Site
17045

Our puzzle shows different stages in the construction of a bridge, from planning to 
completion. There are always a lot of activities on a construction site. The construc-
tion of a bridge is particularly e xciting because a solid path or road is made “in the 
air”, so to speak. Bridges are not only built over rivers; they often span deep valleys 
or railway lines or serve as a short-cut from one place to another. 4+

Contents:
5 layers, 44 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
208 x 208 x 18 mm
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs 44

Glow-in-the dark-colours

Numbers on the back
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Floorpuzzle “From the deep
sea to outer space”

16211

There is a lot to discover here! By travelling through the deep 
water in the submarine, you can discover many exciting 
creatures and colourful plants. Which animals are hiding 
among the trees in the dense jungle? What does intergalactic 
space look like?
Come along on a journey through the 3 fascinating layers 
“Under Water”, “On Earth” and “In Space”. 

Contents:
45 wooden pieces
Product Size: 300 x 100 x 210 mm

3+
45

Floor Puzzle “Discover the Forest”
16210

An exciting forest scene that invites you to explore it 
more closely! Take a close look at what animals you 
can be amazed by above and below the ground!

Contents:
40 wooden pieces
Product Size: 300 x 100 x 210 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

3+
40

XXL Learning Puzzles - Dinosaurs
16207

A scenery of the primitive time in “XXL” – For
millions of years dinosaurs have not lost their
fascination.

Contents:
40 wooden pieces
Product Size: 300 x 100 x 210 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

3+
40

great detailed 
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90 mm

With a 
compass

45 wooden
puzzle pieces

Find the symbols 
that are hidden 

in the puzzle

Children of the world
11200

Exploring the world is exciting – there’s 
so much to discover! In the middle of 
the jigsaw there is a compass and a 
small world map featuring the different 
continents. The first ring shows 2 
children dressed in traditional clothing. 
The second ring features typical local 
animals, while the outer ring shows 
country-specific buildings and 
landscapes. Each ring can be used 
individually or rotated to the correct 
position on the jigsaw puzzle.

4+

Contents:
45 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

45

XXL Puzzle "Detective"
11170

This puzzle makes it easy to find things 
out, to discover, to look closely and to 
search. The red plexiglass screen in the 
middle can be removed and placed on 
the areas that at first appear red and 
“opaque”. Take a close look and see 
what you can observe! Also, the margin 
is full of symbols. Can you find all of 
them on the puzzle?

4+

Contents:
52 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

52
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XXL Learning Puzzle
Our learning puzzles convey knowledge in
a playful way. The colourful designs of the
puzzles and their topics encourage children to
tell stories. They are animated to talk about 
their experiences. By being asked speci� c 
questions, the children develop their speech 
and vocabulary as well as their visual 
perception.

The picture shows
analogue and 

digital time

Storage of 49 wooden
pieces in a 

practical case

My Day
11012

Our new educational puzzle “My Day” 
accompanies children through their 
daily activities and makes a preliminary 
approach to telling the time in a play
context. The puzzle provides an  
opportunity to recognise and name 
familiar procedures, while also 
supporting speech development.

4+

Contents:
48 puzzle pieces
1 clock
1 wooden display stand
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

49

Planets
11020

Have you ever wondered what lies 
quietly in the sky apart from the sun, 
the moon and the stars? Why do you 
see the sun only during the day and
the moon only at night? Why does the 
moon change its shape? How do the 
stars reach the sky? With our XXL 
learning puzzle “The Planets”you can
deeply answer these questions and 
learn about the solar system.

4+

Contents:
49 puzzle pieces
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

49

My Life
11120

In a way appropriate for children, our 
XXL Learning Puzzle “My Life” shows 
the most important stages in a 
person’s life and invites children to 
discover and tell.

4+

Contents:
49 puzzle pieces
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

49

Four Seasons
11011

Our new educational puzzle “Four 
Seasons” gives children an opportuni-
ty to familiarise themselves with the 
seasons and the course of the year, in 
a play situation. It encourages them 
to explore the months and their 
seasonal characteristics, and integrate 
the knowledge they gain into their 
daily lives.

4+

Contents:
48 puzzle pieces
1 clock
Product Size: 
Ø 490 × 6 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs

49
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NAWITO Production
11560

These puzzles promote the understanding of
different steps involved in the processing and
manufacturing of natural materials.

Contents:
30 wooden pieces
Product Size: 150 x 150 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs 4+

30

NAWITO "Animal Habitats"
11580

Every animal feels comfortable in a certain environment where it finds 
food, protection from enemies and the right climate. Our 5-part puzzle 
shows 9 habitats with 4 different animals each living in this environment.

Contents:
45 wooden pieces
Product Size: 150 x 150 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs 4+

45

NAWITO "Fruits"
11581

How does a kiwi grow? What does a Maracuja look like from the inside? 
With our 3-part puzzl e, the children get to know 10 different fruits – 
from the plant to the ripe fruit ready for consumption.

Contents:
30 wooden pieces
Product Size: 150 x 150 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs 4+

30

NAWITO Evolution
11570

Natural development processes are an exciting topic for 
curious children. Our NAWITO puzzles promote the ability 
to combine and educate children on natural processes.

Contents:
30 wooden pieces
Product Size: 150 x 150 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs 4+

30

   
 

 

The dots indicate the 
correct order

Easy self-checking based on
contours of the puzzle pieces

With booklet providing
furture information

coloured marking
habitat



Cognito Game
Learning by doing and playing! Experience of 
vocabulary or spatial orientation, recognition of 
differences or solving problems - the focus of Cognito 
is mainly on the fun of playing for little discoverers. 
The boxes foster mental processes in children and 
help to develop the brain structure. With the aid of 
easy self-checking, the children are able to play the 
game on their own, as there is only one possibility of 
putting together one combination.

34 35

4+

Contents:
20 wooden pieces (11520/11530/11540)
30 wooden pieces (11500/11510/11550/11551)
Product Size: 
149 x 100 x 60 mm (11520/11530/11540)
204 x 100 x 60 mm (11500/11510/11550/11551)
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Contents: 20 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 149 x 100 x 60 mm

Opposites
11520

Warm or cold, big or small? Which images show
these opposites? Children can learn more about
opposing emotions, spatial positions, times of
the day and more through the help of simple
every-day situations.

Contents: 20 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 149 x 100 x 60 mm

Spatiality
11530

In this colourful wooden puzzle children describe
the position of items in a space by using
prepositions such as over, under, next to. This
trains spatial recognition.

Contents: 20 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 149 x 100 x 60 mm

Shapes
11540

Which shape belongs to which item? Connect the
circle with the clock and you can see the connec-
tion. Children see a two-dimensional form and
connect it to the right three-dimensional item.

Contents: 30 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 204 x 100 x 60 mm

Recognition
11500

Can you recognise which items belong to which 
activity? The bricklayer needs the stones to build the 
wall, so you have guessed correctly. Children can put 
together three puzzle pieces, depicting a specific 
material or item, a person using the item and the 
finished product.

Contents: 30 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 204 x 100 x 60 mm

Numbers
11510

The funny little monsters help children to learn 
numbers and understand quantities easily and quickly. 
The same number is depicted in different ways on 
three puzzle pieces which belong together. They can 
see the number as a geometric figure for counting, as 
digits and on a dice.

Contents: 30 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 204 x 100 x 60 mm

Animal Habitats
11550

Here exciting animal tracks can be discovered.
Children learn which animal lives where and which
traces belong to it. Can you see the fox traipsing
through the forest? This puzzle trains logical associa-
tion of animals, their habitats, and their tracks.

Contents: 30 wooden pieces 
Product Size: 204 x 100 x 60 mm

Categories
11551

Is it an instrument or a clothing item and does
the tennis racket belong to the tools? Which
items can you group together? Find out with this
puzzle because there is a lot to discover. 3 different
items always belong to one category.

20 30

Only the correct pieces
will fit together



Little Village
22600

As a rat catcher, each player sets out into the city to 
catch as many rats as possible . But the rats might 
change their position, or a cat may chase some of them 
away. Only those who can catch all the rats and get 
them safely out of town will win the game.

 The game board
is rotatable

36 37

2-4 304+

Contents:
1 game board
4 mousetrap pieces
1dice
24 game cards
Product Size: 385 x 385 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 6 pcs

Tempo Toni
22790

Things are getting a bit crazy at Castle Cheeseburg. 
Toni, the chef, has forgotten to put the cheese back in 
the fridge and now the place is full of little mice, who 
really love to eat the cheese. Toni quickly runs back into 
the kitchen to find the mice between the whole pieces 
of cheese and scare them away.

2-4 254+

Contents:
4 game boards; 4 wooden cheeses
1 motif dice; 16 cheese cards
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Shee Bounce
22810

How enticing! Right close by is a flowerbed with delicious flowers that 
look good enough to eat. Jump right over the fence and you’re a 
good bit closer to the goal!  The first one to reach the flowerbed can 
enjoy themselves and eat up. Logical & proactive thinking, fine motor 
skills to place the sheep, communication.

2-4 314+

Contents:
17 white sheep; 4 black sheep; 1 game board; 
1 dice with symbols; 8 fence pieces
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Catch the Number
22800

Who will be the first to collect enough points to the 
numbers race? This game is all about being the first to 
collect the target number. 
Speed and good comprehension are needed, but be 
careful! Don’t let your neighbour steal your numbers!

2-4 515+

Contents:
40 wooden numbers
1 large number dice
1 spotted dice
1 joker dice
4 game pieces
4 game boards
Product Size: 
240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Fairy Land
22611

The little magic elves live hidden in deep forests and wide 
meadows. They are probably playing their favourite 
game, bouncing colourful magic balls and making them 
disappear. But only the lucky  one who keeps his balls 
until the end wins the game.

2-4 594+

Contents:
1 game box
20 softballs
38 cards
Product Size: 310 x 310 x 65 mm

Fun Park
22612

The park‘s young visitors have an exciting day 
ahead of them. They want to explore the park 
aboard the small, colourful train. To win the 
game, you will need to pay close attention! The 
aim is to collect enough tiles to win the game 
by helping the children to disembark at their 
favourite booths and attractions.

2-4 384+

Contents:
1 game board
12 chips
24 game-chips
1 dice
Product Size: 385 x 385 x 60 mm

 The game board
is rotatable



Birdy
22820

Birdy has two different game variations. Whether
colours are assigned and birds are collected, or
bird cards are placed in a row, both game
variations promise amazing playing fun and
promote children´s teamwork.

2-5 284+

Contents:
25 bird cards
3 wooden dices
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Flooping
22830

Bats fly through the air searching for a place to
land in the twelve rooms of the castle. The
different rooms can be targeted with the catapult
so that each bat can find a cozy place! The player
who occupies the most rooms wins the game!

2 324+

Contents:
5 room dividers
24 wooden chips
2 wooden catapults
1 roof plate with 18 holes
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Kabayo
22850

The horses are on the loose! Try to ke ep the different 
positions of all horses in mind be cause the coloured 
cards contain different memory tasks. Pay close attention 
and collect as many horseshoe chips as you can!

2-4 484+

Contents:
1 game board
1 Mia game piece
1 dice
24 square horse tiles
8 octagonal horse tiles
13 horseshoe chips
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Punakai
22860

Bright fish swim around in the colourful coral reef. But 
there are dangers lurking everywhere in the vast ocean, 
so the fish must always camouflage themselves. This 
works best against a background of the same colour. The 
fish must also always swim in swarms and never alone.

2-4 454+

Contents:
1 game board
44 wooden fish with colourful high-quality print
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Acrobatico
22870

You’ll find the frog balancing on the cat’s paws! All animals 
have been training for a long time, but now they are running 
around like crazy with excitement. Can you help everyone find 
their partner amongst all the chaos? Then it is time for the 
acrobats to take the stage.

2-4 264+

Contents:
25 playing cards
1 game board with 2 rotating discs
Product Size: 320 x 225 x 45 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Matching Tails
22840

Through exchanging strategically and watching carefully each 
animal can be reunited with the correct tail! In the second 
game variation a good understanding of the numbers from 1 
to 10 is needed! Who can assign everything correctly?

2-4 224+

Contents:
10 playing cards without a string; 1 dice
10 playing cards with a string; 1 game figure
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

 Practice fine motor skills 
by aiming with 

the catapult.

38 39

 The discs are
turnable

 Match the fish 
correctly!
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Zippy Zebra
22880

Zippy calls for all animals to come together! Everyone hurries so 
they don’t miss the meeting. Cleverly place the animals so that 
they can all attend the meeting. But be careful: in this cooperative 
dice game, everyone always wins or loses together!

1-4 193+

Contents:
6 animals; 6 puzzle pieces (game board);
6 cards; 1 dice
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Magnet Game 
(Kids and animals of the world)

11190

This Match & Mix magnetic toy introduces animals and children 
from different continents. The template cards show where the 
children in traditional clothing and their cute animal friends come 
from. The magnetic pieces can be arranged correctly according to 
their clothing and visual features or combined creatively.

433+

Contents:
7 template cards for 7 continents
35 magnetic pcs
Practical magnetic storage box
Product Size: 195 x 265 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcsFire Alarm

22890

Help – the building is on fire! Fortunate ly, all the animals and people 
are brought to safety, but can the building be saved? The firefighters 
have jumped into the fire engine and are on their way to the scene of 
the fire. Hopefully they will arrive before the building burns down!

Contents:
1 game board with 4 puzzle pieces; 1 dice;
1 fire engine; 1 building; 6 flames;
2 bases for the building; 1 card with fire-fighting equipment
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-4 163+

Banditti
22390

Why is the sausage lying in the bedroom, the key in the 
bathroom and the money in the kitchen? By asking clever 
questions and combining logically you can find out where 
the bandits hid their goods. The bandit who steals five items 
from the other robbers wins the game.

Contents:
4 creatively and individually designed houses
20 wooden motif chips
1 dice
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-4 534+

Monkey Rallye
22400

The monkeys want to run a short race : All of them start out at 
the same time and try to be the first to climb their palm tree. 
Choose your next move carefully, because there’s always a 
possibility that the monkey slips on his way to the palm leaves! 
Which monkey is the fastest to reach the hidden coconuts?

Contents:
1 game board; 1 dice;
4 coloured sticks; 4 monkey figures;
8 palm leaves; 8 clips
Product Size: 385 x 385 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 2-4 264+

El Gecko
22900

The small gecko George and his friends want to take a nap in the 
midday sun. In orde r to do so, they need to grab one of the 
popular spots on the precarious rock. To ensure that they can all 
find a spot, they need to stay balanced and mustn’t fall off!

Contents:
18 wooden geckos(in 6 colours and 6 different shapes);
1 base(consists of 2 parts); 1 colour dice
Product Size: 315 x 225 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs 1-6 214+

 Learn- & Infocard
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Mecki & Co.
22355

The players are filling their hedgehogs with spines, by 
rolling the dice of 3 or 6 dots. The player, whose 
hedgehog is the first to have all 30 spines on his back, 
is the winner of the game.

Contents:
1 wooden game board
120 spines
1 basket
1 dice (1-3)
1 dice (1-6)
Product Size: 385 x 385 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 6 pcs

2-4 1244+

Fishing Fever
22360

Ready, set, fish! Who is the first to manoeuvre all three fish 
of the same colour onto the pole? Or you can stack as 
many fish as possible and afte rwards count the points on 
the underside of the fish to see who has the most points! 
One fishing game with many variations!

Contents:
4 fishing rods
4 fishing rod stands
12 fish
Product Size: 400 x 120 x 120 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

1-4 204+

Pomela
22385

The players take one or two apple pickers in their hands, 
depending on whether they play on their own or in pairs. 
They get a jam jar for every apple when they can balance 
into the basket.

Contents:
1 wooden apple tree; 2 apple pickers;
10 wooden apples; 30 jam jars;
1 basket; 1 timer
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Martello
22380

The shapes are nailed onto the cork plate with the wooden 
hammer and the nails. All pie ces can be removed easily. 
An instruction with colourful examples helps the youngest 
children and makes their first attempts easier.

Contents:
73 wooden pieces in 9 shapes; 80 nails;
2 cork boards; 2 hammers
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 1+ 1574+

1+ 454+

Find Monty
22411

While cat Monty was hiding from the dog, he has made a big 
mess at the bedroom. He threw the pillows and the blanket 
on the carpet...but where is he now? Describe Monty’s hiding 
place or reconstruct it using pillows, blanket and the bed! 
That way not only the spatial perception but also language 
development is supported.

Contents:
1 cat; 1 bed; 1 pillow; 1 blanket;
34 photo cards; 1 wooden playing surface; 1 symbol dice
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-5 404+

Spiky
22431

Huge excitement in Dragon Land! Soon a small dragon will be 
hatched from the egg. Spiky and his friends can hardly wait. So 
Spiky and other dragons play ‘guess the spikes’ to pass the time.  
How many spikes can you feel? The right answer is rewarded with 
fire-stones which ensure that Dragon Land stays nice and warm for 
the egg and the dragons.

Contents:
5 dragons; 1 Dragon Egg; 1 bag;
1 number & symbol dice; 20 flints
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 2-4 284+
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Torreta
22451

Children use either the dice with colours or the dice with 
dots. Depending on the colour or number of dots that 
come up when the dice is thrown, the children build 
towers and the winner is the one who stacks the bricks 
skilfully and produces the highest tower.

Contents:
25 wooden bricks
1 dice with colours
1 dice with dots
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-4 274+

XXL Torreta
25512

Children use either the colour dice or the dice with dots. 
Depending on the colour or number of dots that come up 
when the dice is thrown, the children build towers and 
the winner is the one who stacks the bricks skilfully and
produces the highest tower.

Contents:
25 wooden bricks (20 – 100 mm)
1 colour dice
1 dice with dots
Product Size: 385 x 325 x 95 mm
QTY/CTN: 4 pcs

2-4 274+

Shapy
22471

The players throw three symbol dices. According to the 
combination of shapes shown on the dice, they need to 
quickly find the corresponding tile. Different variations of 
playing have many changes.

Candy
22461

The players throw three colour dices and need to
quickly find the sweet that matches the colour
combination thrown. Three variations of playing
determine the winner of the game.

Contents:
41 wooden sweets
3 colour dice
1 mat
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 1-8 454+

Contents:
41 wooden tiles
3 dice with shapes
1 mat
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

1-8 454+

Legolino
22571

An exciting, quick and interesting puzzle which is adaptable 
for different age groups. Legolino contains illustrated 
template cards, which offer different difficulty levels, making 
learning advancements possible.

Contents:
12 sets (each with 7 wooden pieces in a cotton bag)
15 printed templates 
1 game instruction with solutions
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 1+ 304+

Rondo Vario
22481

The children need to find the right shape and colour among 
the wooden pieces. The two dices show the combination for 
the piece which needs to be threaded onto the caterpillar.
Whoever gets six wooden pieces onto their caterpillar wins.

Contents:
4 caterpillars; 42 wooden shapes;
1 symbol dice; 1 colour dice
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

1-4 483+
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Smart Builders
22521

The children need to find the correct shape and colour 
among the wooden pieces. The two dice show the 
combination for the piece that needs to be threaded onto 
the caterpillar. Whoever gets six wooden pieces onto their 
caterpillar first wins.

Contents:
24 house plates
12 tool chips
Product Size: 240 x 240 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-4 363+

Doodle Monster
22704

The young dragon Julius and his friends find a mysterious 
book in the castle library. It tells them about the strange 
Doodle Monsters… What do they look like? The children 
draw them, imitating the monsters on the cards, or they 
can also use their own imagination.

Contents:
7 wax crayons
4 green monster templates
1 monster card
20 monster playing cards
20 tokens (6 x green, 6 x yellow, 8 x red)
Product Size: 320 x 240 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Happy Farm
22710

On their way over the course the players collect
animals and exchange them for others. Whoever
has got two cows at the end receives the tractor
and wins the game.

Contents:
1 cardboard game board (367 x 367 x 2.4 mm);
4 playing figures; 20 roosters; 15 sheep;
5 cows; 1 tractor; 3 animal signs;
3 displays; 1 dice
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 2-4 534+

Happy Magic
22700

The little potion brewing experts search under mushrooms 
for dots in the same colour. If the colour is the same as the 
dice, the player may get the mushroom. The first player to 
fill the cauldron with 7 mushrooms is winner.

Contents:
1 cardboard game board; 1 turntable;
28 wooden mushrooms; 1 dice with colours
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 65 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

2-4 314+

1-4 524+

Flexipainter
21120

The coloured rubber bands give children an opportunity to 
create special works of art. No matter whether there are with 
or without templates cards – stretching the bands de velops 
fine motor skills and promotes creative design. Fine motor 
skills are developed while placing the rubber strings.

Contents:
1 wooden pack
5 template cards
Product Size: 285 x 270 x 30 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

1+ 344+

Apple Garden
22580

Who will be the first to fill their baskets with crisp, crunchy 
apples? Help Grannie collect enough apples for a scrumptious 
apple cake. But take care – some of the apples have maggots 
in and can’t be eaten. With the right tactics and a bit of luck, 
you can fill your baskets and look forward to a yummy, 
sweet-smelling apple cake.

Contents:
1 wooden tree; 1 cloth pat;
3 wooden disks; 1 cloth bag
1 dice; 42 apple pats
Product Size: 460 x 406 x 57 mm
QTY/CTN: 4 pcs 2-6 524+
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ToPoLoGo - Visio
21006

“Next to”, “behind” or “in front” – with ToP oLoGo Visio 
two-dimensional images can be copied three-dimensionally, 
and spatial positions can be understood easily, thanks to 
child-appropriate game parts and appealing motifs. The 
cards are assigned to three levels of difficulty and show 
sceneries and figures in different positions, which need to be 
copied on the grid board – de pending on the alternative to 
play with or without the magnetic or the mirror board. 
Spatial sense and imagination are trained particularly.

Contents:
1 wooden box with a mirror side and a magnetic side
1 base board (with grooved slits/ grooved grid)
36 wooden figures (20 wooden figures and
9 half-figures to stand in, grooves,
7 magnetic wooden pieces)
30 picture cards (3 levels)
1 card holder
Product Size: 248 x 248 x 120 mm
QTY/CTN: 2 pcs

1+4+

Travelling Kids
22703

Are you ready for a new adventure with Mai-Lin, Finn, Leila and 
Jamal? This time they are travelling together with a group of 
young animals to show them the most beautiful spots on earth. 
Unfor tunately, the journey home is occasionally delayed by 
heavy rainfalls or by some unforeseen detours. Will you 
manage to take back home the young animals safe and sound 
together with Mai-Lin, Finn, Leila and Jamal?

Product Size: 320 x 240 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 3 pcs

Animals' Trip
22730

Six “One World Kids” Mai-Lin, Finn, Ami, Pepe, Leila and Jamal 
travel around the world. The y meet new friends, discover all 
continents together and in this way learn about si ghts, animals 
and vegetation.

Contents:
1 cardboard game board (665 x 520 mm)
36 continent cards
30 guest presents
6 wooden figures
1 dice with numbers 1-6
Product Size: 378 x 275 x 50 mm
QTY/CTN: 3 pcs

Moziblox
21030

With 30 cubes in six colours hundreds of different patterns 
can be created horizontally and also vertically. Have fun 
recreating the templates or make up totally new combina-
tions and figures. Infinite combinations can be done by 
turning the cubes with no limit to the imagination. A rrange 
your pattern mix again and again!

Contents:
30 Moziblox wooden blocks
10 motif cards
1 instructions leaflet
Product Size: 205 x 205 x 42 mm
QTY/CTN: 8 pcs

1+ 404+

2-4 243+

2-43+

Mia´s Garden
22613

Today is finally the day! Mia the little strawberry and her fruit 
and vegetable friends leave their garden to play hide and 
seek with kids. The friends have been very excited for days,
especially little Mia who quickly calls all her friends together.
Are you ready? Then let’s get started. Let’s see which one of 
you will find the fruit or vegetable quickest.

Contents:
30 cards
10 white woodenchips
Product Size: 150 x 150 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

2-4 404+

Blue Balloon
22590

The cult game in a totally new design! 
Only when the colour blue or a six is 
thrown with the dice, the stick will fall 
into the box. Who will manage to get rid 
of all his sticks first? This exciting game of 
dice can also be played alone.

Contents:
1 wooden box
2 dices
3 wooden disks
Product Size: 105 × 105 × 85 mm
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs

1-10 524+

Level 3

Advanced version with mirror board

Self-check on the back

Level 1

Simple version

Advanced version with 

Level 2

Level 3
Level 1

Level 2 Additional material 
for download
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Deluxe Transportation Set
E8270

The Deluxe Transportation Set contains a wealth 
of track accessories to develop children's logical 
thinking ability and hands-on building ability.

Contents:
79 product components
Product Size: 480 x 360 x 125 mm

1+ 793+

Wobbling City
25581

Wobbling City is an amusing balance and skill game! Build 
the colorful city with your friends. Will you manage to 
balance it on the wobbling plate? The aim of the game is to 
put all the houses and trees on the wobbling plate without 
making them fall. The gameboard is double-sided and it 
allows different game variations as well as free play.

Contents:
33 wooden houses and trees
2 wooden stands
1 circle wooden platform
Product Size: 460 x 465 x 100 mm

1+ 363+

XXL City-Parkhouse
24230

A XXL multi-storey car park which offers many possibilities guarantees 
amazing role play fun. Three levels offer spaces to park your cars or 
cruise down different ramps. The lift which is operated through a pulley, 
transports vehicles to the different parking levels. The helicopter landing 
zone on the roof of the lift completes the playing fun and the easily 
attachaple street in front of the car park offers more play value and 
enlarges the playarea for the cars.

Cookie Game - XXL Game
22614

This is a funny game which engages kids with its colourful 
illustrations and helps them learn the first counting. The aim of 
the game is to fill your cookie tray first by practising counting 
from 1 to 10 as well as basic additions and subtractions.

Contents:
14 car park pieces
1 car park stand
Product Size: 730 × 220 × 545 mm
QTY/CTN: 1 pc

1+ 143+

Contents:
1 rubber mat; 1 wooden indicator plate;
30 wooden cookies; 2 wooden dice
Product Size: 120 × 120 × 510 mm
QTY/CTN: 10 pcs 2-4 343+

33 wooden 
houses & trees

with wooden 
turntable

robust xl mat - 
made of rubber 

and textile! 

Back

Front

916 m
m

600 m
m

700 mm

Base plate in 2 
parts for

space-saving 
storage

Great themed 
prints on every 

level

Lift for cars perated
by rotating knob

Up to 5 children can play 
simultaneously

Without vehicles*

*



Duck
40115

3+

Mom & Baby 
Hand Puppets
When the mothers are carrying and caring for 
their babies, great stories can develop in creative 
play. Handpuppets are real to the children. They 
laugh about the cheeky fingerpuppets, love their 
handpuppets and submerge themselves in a 
world of fantasy and tell stories.

3+

Classic Hand Puppets
Not only are they soft, cute, and very safe, the
benefit of hand puppets is that they can soothe
children's emotions and make them the best
listeners for children. Bedtime puppet stories
can help children enter sweet dreams faster.

Product Size: 200 mm
QTY/CTN: 96 pcs
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Flexistix XXL Kindergarten Set
24200

The colourful bamboo rods with flexible connectors encourage 
children to be infinitely creative. 20 template cards provide clues 
on how the plug-in system works as well as inspiration for a 
range of building designs. The rods can be used to make small 
geometric shapes as well as stunning large projects. Children will 
quickly learn how to assemble the different parts and create their 
own large constructions.

Contents:
390 bamboo sticks (in 5 different lengths)
110 connectors (in 6 different designs)
20 template cards
1 storage box
Product Size: 490 x 340 x 240 mm 1+ 5004+

Quadrilla XXL Kindergarten Set
24210

The Quadrilla marble run is a creative woode n toy, with many 
different building possibilities due to its modular structure. 
Children can use our template cards or build their own 
creative structures. All you need is a little bit of patience, fine 
motor skills and imagination.

Contents:
6 template cards with 8 ideas to start building
124 Quadrilla building pieces
125 marbles
Practical storage box with lid
Product Size: 510 × 360 × 260 mm
QTY/CTN: 2 pcs 1+ 2564+

3 levels of difficulty

In practical storage box

1×
4×

16×

4×

4×

32×
20×

20×

by

12×

4× 8×

4×
1× 8×

4×

4×

8× 4×

Product Size: Mama Cheeta H: 300mm
                         Baby Bibi H: 150mm

Monkey - Cheeta & Bibi
40440

Product Size: Mama Kanga H: 300mm
                         Baby Juju H: 150mm

Kangaroo - Kanga & Juju
40450

Chicken
40112

Product Size: Mama Cara H: 300mm
                         Baby Mimi H: 150mm

Cat - Cara & Mimi
40460

Rooster
40126



Spider
40255

Mouse
40030

Rabbit
40124

Bee
40036

Snail
40033

Horse
40121

Frog
40277
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Pig
40113

Dog
40116

Sheep
40120

Cat
40122

Turtle
40110

Cow
40111

Ladybird
40034

Caterpillar
40032



Kangaroo
40275

Tiger
40117

T-Rex
40105

Elephant
40128

Hedgehog
40250
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Fox
40114

Owl
40118

Giraffe
40119

Monkey
40123

Bear
40125

Lion
40127

Crocodile
40129

Squirrel
40130

Panda
40038Parrot

40131



Educo Education is a specific product line within the Educo range, introducing young 

children to language, reading, mathematics, and writing in a playful and creative way. 

The line is categorized according to developmental objectives and designed to encour-

age essential skills. Educo educational products integrate playing and learning - that’s 

what makes them unique!

Playful learning for life

Mathematics Language Puzzles

Playful learning for life
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Above and Beneath Puzzle
What is going on above and beneath the ground and 
water? Set of 4 wooden puzzles with 28 or 35 pieces. 
Available separately or as a set of 4.

4+

Contents:
wooden frame
28 or 35 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
400 x 280 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

28 35

Extreme Weather Puzzle
Set of 4 wooden puzzles to discuss extreme weather 
conditions with young children. The series consists of 
extreme cold, rain, storm and heat. The set has a 
staged levels of difficulty with 2 x 64 and 2 x 81 puzzle 
pieces. Available separately or as a set of 4.

4+

Contents:
wooden frame
64 or 81 wooden pieces
Product Size: 
400 x 400 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

64 81

In the Woods
(35 pieces)

523373 In the Jungle
(35 pieces)

523374

In the Garden
(28 pieces)

523375 In the Sea
(28 pieces)

523376

Cold (64 pieces)900000057 Rain (64 pieces)900000058

Storm (81 pieces)900000059 Heat (81 pieces)900000060



Math Puzzles
Early math puzzles to practice quantities up to 12. There is an 
increase in difficulty in both the contents of the puzzle and the 
number of pieces. Available separately or as a set of 4.

Savannah (49 pieces)900000067
In this puzzle about the savannah, there are animals that live on
the savannah. You will see for instance a flamingo, a (baby) hippo,
a giraffe, elephants, meerkats, zebras, bee-eaters, a snake and
an antelope.

Polar Areas (49 pieces)900000068
In this puzzle about the savannah, there are animals that live on
the savannah. You will see for instance a flamingo, a (baby) hippo,
a giraffe, elephants, meerkats, zebras, bee-eaters, a snake and
an antelope.

Coral (49 pieces)900000069
In this puzzle about the savannah, there are animals that live on
the savannah. You will see for instance a flamingo, a (baby) hippo,
a giraffe, elephants, meerkats, zebras, bee-eaters, a snake and
an antelope.

Tropical Forest (49 pieces)900000070
In this puzzle about the savannah, there are animals that live on
the savannah. You will see for instance a flamingo, a (baby) hippo,
a giraffe, elephants, meerkats, zebras, bee-eaters, a snake and
an antelope.

4+

Contents:
wooden frame with line drawing on bottom
24 or 35 wooden jigsaw pieces
Product Size: 400 x 280 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs 24 35

Vocabulary Puzzle
New type of puzzle with mixed sized pieces in one puzzle! The 
illustration is nice to solve and appropriate for storytelling, but 
there is more to it than that. As the puzzle contains mixed large
and small puzzle pieces it is a different unique experience for 
children. In addition, all largest puzzle pieces contain a specific 
subject to stimulate vocabulary.

4+

Contents:
wooden frame
49 wooden pieces
Product Size: 400 x 400 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

49 Addition and subtraction
up to 6 (24 pieces)

900000063

Quantities up to 12 (35 pieces)
900000064

Quantities up to 6 (24 pieces)
900000062

Addition and subtraction
up to 12 (35 pieces)

900000065
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Sort the Bears
900000083

Place the bears with the same colour and size in front of the 
assignment card. Use the tweezer to develop fine motor skills.

1-43-6

Contents:
5 wooden assignments cards with 10 assignments
32 plastic bears in 4 colours and 4 sizes
wooden tweezer
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Sort the Beads
900000086

Learn about shapes, colours, orders and patterns. Follow 
the patterns as shown on the assignment cards to fill the 
standard or thread. Choose your own colours for the black 
and white patterns.

1-33-6

Contents:
8 wooden cards with 16 assignments
2 cotton red laces
40 wooden beads in 5 colours and 4 shapes
plastic stick
wooden stand
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Find and Count
900000085

Search for assignment strip items on the theme boards. For each 
item found, place a bead on the stand. Flip the assignment strip 
over for the answers, shown in both dots and numbers. Stimulate 
counting and number sense for numbers up to 10.

1-23-6

Contents:
3 wooden cards with 6 themes
6 wooden assignment cards
40 red plastic beads
6 plastic sticks
wooden stand
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

 Learning with fun at home Learning with fun at home

Mathematics domain contains 17 single products for basic mathematics practice. With 

portable color box package and rich contents inside, it is super suitable for home education 

use. Major materials made of wood also guarantees high quality that enables durable play.

Language domain has 9 single products for language learning. With portable color box 

package and rich contents inside, it is super suitable for home education use. 

Major materials made of wood also guarantees high quality that enables durable play.

Health domain contains 4 single products for motor skills practice. With portable color box 

package and rich contents inside, it is super suitable for home education use. 

Major materials made of wood also guarantees high quality that enables durable play.

Advantage Portable Color Box

Made in Wood Rich Contents High Quality
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From 1-10
900000089

Discover and combine cards with the same number representation. 
Numbers 1-10 are visualised in various ways: number symbols,
dice, part of a circle, stars and rectangles.

1-43-6

Contents:
40 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Count the Apples
900000091

Fill trees with the correct number of red apples, indicated by a 
number symbol and dots. Complete trees with green apples using 
numbers up to 10. Develop fine motor skills.

1-53-6

Contents:
10 wooden image boards
30 red wooden pegs
30 green wooden pegs
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Build a Flower
900000092

Place the colourful shapes on the rods and create beautiful 
flowers. Develop spatial orientation and fine motor skills.

1-23-7

Contents:
wooden stand
8 wooden assignment cards (235 x 40 mm)
14 wooden shapes in various colours
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

From Full to Empty
900000090

Sort the images from empty to full and vice versa. While 
playing, children learn about concepts such as “more than” 
and “less than”.

1-53-6

Contents:
25 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

From Dark to Light
900000093

Sort cards from darkest to lightest and vice versa. Learn to 
understand gradations of hue and the impact it has on images.

1-53-6

Contents:
25 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Build the Figures
900000094

Create the geometric image by following an assignment card. 
For a challenging game, recreate one quarter of an image which 
is completed when reflected in the mirrors. Shape, pattern and 
spatial relationships take a new perspective.

1-53-6

Contents:
48 wooden shapes in 3 shapes and 4 colours
6 wooden assignment cards with 12 assignments
plastic safety mirror
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs



Peek and Tell
900000106

Place the items in the wooden stand as shown on the assignment 
cards or create your own story. Stimulate spatial orientation, 
vocabulary and storytelling.

1-23-7

Contents:
wooden stand
8 wooden forms
9 assignment cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Mathematic Bus
900000108

Let passengers get on or off the bus to practice math skills. 
How many passengers take a ride on the bus? Introduce 
counting, adding and subtracting up to 10.

1-43-7

Contents:
wooden bus
5 red wooden passengers
5 white wooden passengers
22 cardboard assignment cards
3 wooden dice
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 95 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

What Time is it
900000110

Learn to tell the time from 1 to 12 or from 13 to 24 hours. 
Learn to identify the hour and minute hands.

1-25-7

Contents:
wooden clock
48 cardboard cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Stack the Rings
900000107

Aim to be the first to fill up the sticks by throwing dice to collect 
rings. Practice counting, addition and subtraction.

1-23-6

Contents:
wooden stand
30 wooden rings in 3 colours
wooden colour dice
wooden number dice
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Rings and Sticks
900000101

Create the figures on the assignment cards with the rings and 
sticks or create your own. Compare various colours and sizes. 
Stimulate fine motor skills and visual analysis.

1-63-6

Contents:
6 wooden assignment cards with 11 assignments
100 plastic shapes in 4 colours
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Sort the Figure
900000104

Use the blocks to experiment with various colours and sizes. 
Position the blocks in the frame to develop spatial reasoning 
and fine motor skills.

1-23-5

Contents:
wooden stand
12 wooden blocks in 3 colours
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Build the Tower
900000105

Build towers as shown on the assignment cards. Learn to 
distinguish various colours and shapes and to convert a 2-D 
picture into a 3-D structure. Improve hand-eye coordination 
and fine motor skills.

1-23-6

Contents:
12 page calendar
wooden stand with 3 plastic rods
12 wooden blocks in 3 colours
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs
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Complete the Item
900000098

Match the transparent image card that relates best to the 
image on the assignment card. Describe what you see and 
enhance vocabulary.

1-43-6

Contents:
4 wooden assignment cards
32 transparent image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Stamp the Letter
900000100

Stamp the letters and create words. Follow all
letters with a pencil. Develop knowledge of letters
and fine motor skills.

1-43-7

Contents:
26 wooden letter stamps
black and red ink pad
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Feel the Letter
900000099

Follow letter shapes with your index finger or the wooden 
pen. Stimulates pre-writing skills, letter shape recognition and 
fine motor skills.

1-23-7

Contents:
26 wooden letters
2 wooden pens
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Stick the Shape
900000082

Combine colour and shape and take the correct card as 
quickly as possible with the suction cup. Develop 
precision and speed.

1-43-7

Contents:
36 wooden cards with 6 shapes in 6 colours
2 orange rubber suction cups
wooden dice with 6 colours 
wooden dice with 6 shapes 
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Match Three
900000095

Sort the image cards into related sets of 3. Describe and 
name each image to develop vocabulary.

1-33-6

Contents:
36 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

What is the Opposit?
900000096

Collect pairs of cards which are opposites of each other. 
Describe and name what you see and improve vocabulary.

1-23-6

Contents:
24 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Animal Logic
900000097

Challenging game based on the principle of the well-known 
Sudoku puzzles. The rows and columns may contain only one of 
each item. Children engage analytical and creative thinking.

1-64-7

Contents:
3 wooden assignment cards with 6 assignments
24 wooden animal cards
60 wooden animal cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs
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Search and Find
900000109

Insert one assignment card into the game box upper shelf and 
try to find the re lated pairs by lifting the red discs. Develop 
hand-eye coordination, spatial insight and visual discrimination.

1-23-6

Contents:
wooden box
12 red wooden discs
4 cardboard assignment cards with 8 assignments
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Tell the Story
900000111

Place 4 cards in a logical sequence and create a story. Develop 
logical thinking and storytelling skills. Stimulate children to create 
their own stories. With self-check.

1-43-6

Contents:
20 wooden image cards (50 x 50 mm)
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 210 x 120 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 18 pcs

Word Bingo
900000084

Turn over the image cards one by one and see if the image 
is on your bingo card. Who will be the first player to 
complete a bingo card?

1-63-7

Contents:
6 wooden bingo cards
36 wooden image cards
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Build with Beads
900000087

Make colourful patterns with beads. Place a transparent bead 
board on or next to an image card and add the beads. Stimulates 
hand-eye coordination, spatial awareness and creativity.

1-43-7

Contents:
transparent plastic square board
3 wooden assignment boards with 6 assignments
400 beads in 9 colours
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Lace the Sea Animals
900000102

Throw 2 colour dice and lace a sea animal with the 2 
corresponding colours. Or place a series of cards on the table 
and lace the same sea animals. Develop visual discrimination, 
sorting and fine motor skills.

1-43-6

Contents:
24 wooden lacing animals (3 animals in 8 colours)
24 wooden animal cards
4 blue cotton laces
2 wooden colour dice
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Hammer Tic
900000088

Create mosaic designs with geometric shapes in various colours. 
Model one of the assignment cards or make your own unique 
creations. Improve fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

1-24-6

Contents:
corkboard
6 wooden assignment cards with 12 assignments
wooden hammer
108 brass nails
108 wooden pieces in 4 colours and 9 shapes
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 310 x 230 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 12 pcs

Look and Lace
900000103

Create colourful designs by threading strings through the 
perforated assignment cards. Use the blank side to create your 
own designs.

1-44-7

Contents:
4 wooden assignment cards
12 cotton laces is 4 colors
instruction manual
magnetic storage box
Product Size: 230 x 210 x 60 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs
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Pisa
26010

The goal is to win as many discs as possible to build a tall tower 
because the person who builds the tallest tower wins!

2-44+

Contents:
1 dice
8 discs
24 wedges
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

Mini Torreta
26020

Now the rule of the game is set: each player either stacks his or 
her own tower or a joint tower is built. The player whose turn it 
is rolls the dice and takes a game piece that matches the dice in 
colour and number (if there is no matching game piece, it is the
next player’s turn)

2-44+

Contents:
1 dice
8 discs
24 wedges
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs
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All beleduc products are assigned to the educational areas they promote while playing. 

Icons on each game indicate which abilities can be promoted with the game. Six lovely 

Beleduc games, same play-value, but minimum package and more handy and portable.

Educative, entertaining and super handy.Educative, entertaining and super handy.

 

2. Your portable entertainer for 

your next hiking tour, picnic 

or camping adventure.

1. The perfect gifts for friends. 

Be smart, build high!

Build the tallest tower to win!



Turty
26030

The turtle and wooden sticks are placed on the table. The 
player whose turn it is takes any wooden stick and tries to place 
it on the back of the turtle so that gradually a balanced tower is 
created. The player who knocks over the sticks loses the game.

2-44+

Contents:
1 wooden tortoise
40 colored wooden strips
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

Zebra Party
26040

All puzzle pieces and the spin wheel are placed on the table. 
Each player chooses a color for his or her zebra. The player 
whose turn it is spins the wheel and then takes a puzzle piece 
that is shown in the image (in the previously selected color) if 
the question mark is displayed, any puzzle piece can be taken 
to complete the zebra. The first player to complete the zebra 
wins the game! 

2-44+

Contents:
20 zebra pieces
1 rotating plate
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

Lotto
26050

All round animal chips are flipped over and placed on the table. 
Every player takes one habitat card on which the shadows of 
various animals are shown.
The player whose turn it is turns an animal chip over: if the 
animals can be assigned to the player’s own habitat, it is placed 
on his or her card. If this is not the case, the chip is flipped back 
over. The first player to complete his or her card wins the game!

GTG Display
70009

This is the display for the Beleduc “games to go” range of 
games. Each 2 piece makes full use of the display.

2-44+

Contents:
4 cards
24 animal chips
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs

Action-Reaction
26060

All chips are laid face up on the table. The cards are put 
together in a pile that is also placed upside down on the 
table. The players then take turns picking up the top card
of the deck and placing it on the table, so it is visible to all 
players. Everyone now looks to see whether they can find 
the object that is also shown on one of the game chips.

2-44+

Contents:
4 cards
24 animal chips
Product Size: 160 x 120 x 40 mm
QTY/CTN: 40 pcs
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Exciting Balance Game!

Colourful puzzle fun!

Combine animals into habitats!

Be quick, find the object!



Color Match
833166

This material contains 8 wooden rings and 8 beech balls 
which colors are matching in pairs. Children could grasp the 
balls and place on the colored matching rings (top). They 
are perfect matching!

Contents:
8 colored wooden rings
45 mm beech ball in 8 colors
Product Size: Diameter: 45mm H: 80 mm
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Solid Poster Paint 12 Colors
826557

This can be used on paper, cardboard, wood and other 
materials, you can directly paint without water. It is very 
easy to faint dye, strong coverage. It's safe and non-toxic in 
line with the highest safety standards in the United States 
and Europe.

Product Size: 92 × 19 mm
QTY/CTN: 24 pcs

Magnetic Drawing Board
828697

It is an exceptional learning tool that children could 
freely doodle and draw, exploring their creativity in 
engaging, sensory-reinforced play. The stylus brings the 
beads to the surface with an audible click, making 
learning experience enjoyable.

Contents:
1 manual
1 magnet plate
1 magnet pen
Product Size: 
310 × 255 ×12 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs

Magic Fingers
833155

Ideal for children to develop their fine motor skills by using 
their fingers to create various colorful patterns. There are 7 
double-sided printing mission cards. Children could create 
patterns as indicated on the cards or just with their own 
imagi nation.

Contents:
1 varnished wooden box with acrylic cover
30mm beech ball in 4 colors, each 4 pcs
7 pcs double-sided printing mission cards
Product Size: 180 x 180 x 45 mm
QTY/CTN: 20 pcs
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